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Netting lagged behind the rapid development of tech-
nology in the amusement industry. Net systems and 
products remained in the past with people using fish 
nets for both safety and entertainment. The nets’ con-
struction and choice of materials proved to have many 
disadvantages when used in applications intended to fit 
the rapidly improving field of the entertainment in-
dustry. For this reason, Pucuda-Leading Edge chose to 
spend the first 5 years developing solutions to the issues 
rather than selling what are considered inferior prod-
ucts and materials.  

The time proved to be well spent. The product intro-
duced included fibers and yarns that had more lon-
gevity and maintained a soft and durable finish. The 
introduction of vibrant colors that added to the artistic 
attention to detail was among the first of its kind. Then 
the introduction of methods of construction was paired 
with this, and new materials that did not unravel quick-
ly followed suit. New products were born that could 
do the unthinkable, such as a net that self-tensions and 
solves labor, sag, and many other issues.

Pucuda-Leading Edge also focused on developing in-
formation, compiling standards, and contributing to the 
industry behind the scenes. The industry was confused 
regarding what standards applied to them as well as 
how to apply them. The standards also failed to address 
the specific use and concerns of the industry. The or-
ganized approach of organizing and developing ASTM 
standards has led to a core ASTM standard F2375-09.  

Netting systems have been one of the most overlooked 
attractors of patrons. In part, this has been due to the 
industry failing to address any advancement in technol-
ogy. It is also due to our focus on developing technol-
ogy, standards, and solutions. In the course, we have 
failed to promote the availability of this technology, 
and its many advantages. One big example is that old 
fashioned style of lashing is technology that is best 
left on the wharfs. As we have evolved past calloused 
hands, it is flatly unsuited to the 21st century. It is time 
for brains, not brawn. Quite frankly, I find it totally 
unacceptable to spend thousands of dollars and days 
installing a simple cost effective component. The days 
of lashing, like the sideshows and neck breaking rides of 
the past, have passed for the amusement industry.  

It is all about money. It is my job to provide products 
and systems that are compatible with the industry. 
The systems and products that not only reduce cost to 
install and maintain, but also draw patrons, guests and 
dollars into your parks. It’s not complicated. I apologize 
on behalf of the netting industry. It has let you down. 
On a whole, it has failed to bring innovation to you, and 
I have failed to inform as well I should have. Well, hold 
on, because I am informing you now, and wow do we 
have some impressive products and systems to put your 
park where it should be! In the past I have been some-
what apologetic about all of our patents and knowledge. 
No more! Team Pucuda-Leading Edge is proud of what 
we bring to the industry. Everyone had the same oppor-
tunity to put their actions in front of profit. They choose 
not to, but not me.  

I have always said that a solid foundation and technol-
ogy are the most important parts of a successful com-
pany. If you start building a strong foundation you have 
the ability to build the strongest products and systems. 
This is why we chose to build a 5-year foundation and 
continue to build. We started not with what was exist-
ing, but where it needed to go. We started with the 
yarns and core processes. Most of the yarns are exclu-
sive to Pucuda-Leading Edge, because we developed 
them or produce them to our specific requirements. We 
spend thousands of hours testing the finished products 
for durability, color, ease of maintenance, reduction to 
installation costs, and etcetera. We have taken the same 
philosophy which we have honed in the Industrial and 
Construction industries and melded it with our amuse-
ment products and consequently, are without a doubt a 
universe ahead of all others. 

innovation starts with design

John Rexroad
President / CEO
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PATENTS

Pucuda-Leading Edge has developed systems that were consid-
ered impossible. This required much time developing the fibers 
and the methods to make the “impossible” possible. The US 
Patent office has awarded dozens of patents for this pioneering 
work.  

What this means to our customers is that they receive the best 
technology and expense-saving systems available in the world. 

We at Pucuda-Leading Edge don’t accept “I can’t” or “it can’t.” 
The answer is always “it can, if!” We are able to utilize our vast 
experience and technology for the benefit of our clients. With 
nearly 30 years of developing solutions, the advancements are 
continuously evolving. Products like our patented shrinking net 
can be easily installed and eliminate maintenance. It also means 
the labor to install is reduced considerably. 

It is not uncommon for a Pucuda-Leading Edge solution to 
reduce labor by as much as 70% — which may be unheard of 
by others, but not to Pucuda-Leading Edge and our clients. 
Sometimes we even shock ourselves. We see the numbers of the 
before and after and see reductions in cost and improvements 
in performance that are shocking, but when you consider that 
nylon didn’t replace manila until the 20th century (and little to 
nothing has been done since), it’s not surprising to see dynamic 
advancement. Pucuda-Leading Edge long ago realized that pio-
neering advancement was the best investment for our clients. 

We are flattered to be called the “Apple” of netting.  I guess we 
may be catching up on the number of developments with some 
of the big IT companies. Why not? WE CAN IF!



patents and technology

 TECHNOLOGY

Pucuda-Leading Edge nets and systems utilize 
the most advanced technology and materials. 
There are many innovations and improvements 
that are incorporated into the manufacture as 
well as the strict conformance to manufacturing 
procedures; which not only enhance the con-
struction from a quality and uniformity basis, but 
also the longevity of the product as a whole.  

The advantages include:

•	Pucuda-Leading Edge utilizes the most ad-
vanced manufacturing processes. The ma-
chines to perform the revolutionary systems 
are often designed and built to our specifica-
tions and standards. The process often starts 
with development of new core materials to 
address the specifics of the use.

•	So many new methods and materials have 
been developed and patented that Pucuda-
Leading Edge possesses the largest breadth 
of technology in the industry.  This growing 
portfolio is so extensive and ever-growing 
that we are known as the leader in the netting 
industry.

•	Pucuda-Leading Edge uses only U.S.A. made, 
first quality yarns which have been tested to 
rigorous standards. This assures ultimate per-
formance and longevity.

•	Pucuda-Leading Edge mesh is designed to 
outperform all other mesh designs.  While 
other mesh unravels, ours cannot and will 
not.

•	In recent projects, Pucuda-Leading Edge nets 
that were installed in the exact same condi-

tions and on the same project continued to 
meet the performance requirements while 
other nets disintegrated and created an unsafe 
condition which required a complete replace-
ment with Pucuda-Leading Edge nets.

•	Pucuda-Leading Edge mesh is designed to 
outperform all other mesh designs. While 
other mesh unravels, ours cannot and will 
not.

•	Pucuda-Leading Edge uses only the most 
advanced materials in the construction of 
our nets. Only first quality Dacron and other 
cutting edge yarns and exclusive coatings are 
utilized. Also, all our materials contain UV 
protection and are fire retardant, which is not 
a surface treatment, but in most cases are ac-
tually bound in the core compounds utilized. 
This assures the treatment will not wash or wear 
off the material.

•	All Pucuda-Leading Edge nets conform to 
all ANSI, OSHA, Army Corps of Engineers, 
and ASTM standards. Pucuda-Leading Edge 
utilizes no ambiguous tests that serve to mis-
lead or provide information that cannot be 
supported with live load testing. This includes 
nets, which are tested and certified inde-
pendently from the safety net. All liners and 
safety nets meet or exceed ASTM F2375-09 as 
well as the other standards.

•	Pucuda-Leading Edge has the ability to train 
and certify companies in the repair of nets 
due to the manufacturing procedures utilized. 
This is not possible to do with lashed con-
struction due to the lack of ability to assure 
consistence and months required to become 
efficient.



Years of working on countless projects has proven that a well planned and 
executed netting system provides optimum protection for all phases of 
the project.
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DESIGN, ABILITY AND INSTALLATION

Installation is one of the most vital components to 
assure a successful system. The services provided by 
Pucuda-Leading Edge have proven to save the client 
tens, even hundreds of thousands of dollars on a project. 
The selection and design of a system is also vital to the 
longevity and success of a project. Pucuda-Leading Edge 
controls the production decisions and materials from 
the initial yarn to the final product. We understand how 
key this service is and maintain a staff of trained and 
certified key personnel to supply and assist the client 
with all dimensions of the project process.

UNDERSTANDING NET PERFORMANCE

A net properly performs by both providing safer work-
ing factors and visual impact. The type of material, 
method of manufacture, and technology used are vital 
components in determining how the net(s) will per-
form. A net cord or other component with a higher 
break-strength should not be assumed to make a stron-
ger net. In fact, a net manufactured with higher break 
strengths can actually have lower capabilities due to the 
stretch and other factors.

Many of the safety nets that are offered by other compa-
nies come from the fishing industry and are marketed 
for safety as an off-shoot market. While they may be 
great for catching fish, they don’t ensure that the protec-
tion provided will bring husbands and wives, home to 

their children for dinner. Likewise, the nets supplied 
for the amusement industry are often made from sub-
standard yarns and antiquated methods of production. 
Additionally, these nets are usually imported products 
whose construction process is driven by supplying a 
cheap product in mass quantities. This leads to incon-
sistent controls over production methods and materials, 
and ultimately results in a substandard product.  

It is vitally important to incorporate the most advanced 
procedures, materials, and methods into netting system 
designs. Pucuda-Leading Edge is involved in the entire 
process, from yarn production through the design and 
production of the finished product. This ensures con-
sistency and quality in every product offered. Years of 
working on countless projects has proven that a well 
planned and executed netting system provides optimum 
performance throughout all phases of the project.

Pucuda-Leading Edge maintains the highest level of 
services by using engineers, field personnel, and techni-
cal representatives that are specifically trained for net-
ting. This allows for a complete system design custom 
engineered for each application. The anticipation for 
all kinds of work conditions and methods of installa-
tion has proven to substantially reduce costs. Whether 
it’s a fall protection system designed for a complicated 
installation or a custom “shrinking” climb net designed 
to ease installation, Pucuda-Leading Edge stands for 
quality products and design.

design solutions
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The Flip Flap Railway ride was installed in 1895 at  
Coney Island, NY. Designed with a completely circu-
lar loop — it caused neck injuries due to the intense 
centrifugal forces  subjected upon the riders, and was 
closed shortly after it’s opening.



The first American roller coaster opened in 1884 at 
Coney Island and was known as the Switchback Railway. 
For a nickel, you could enjoy a ride that traveled 600 feet 
from one tower to another at the high speed of 6 miles 
per hour. As coasters grew in popularity so did the ex-
perimentation with their design. In 1895 the first vertical 
loop coaster, “The Flip Flap Railway” opened at Sea Lion 
Park at Coney Island, NY. Soon other vertical looped 
coasters such as the Loop-the-Loop opened at several 
locations, but a history of injuries, and safety concerns  
lead to all of these rides being dismantled. It wasn’t until 
a half century later that circular hooped coasters were 
to appear again as breakthroughs in design and safety  
conquered issues of the past. 

In the 1950s, the Matterhorn Bobsled ride premiered 
at Disneyland, CA. This coaster used a tubular steel 
track which allowed the coaster to maneuver smoothly 
through loops and corkscrews. Then in the 1970s, engi-
neering breakthroughs allowed for the Corkscrew and 
the American Revolution which were the first modern 
inversion roller coasters to feature loops and vertical 

curls. Today, amusements parks feature roller coasters 
made with new stronger composite materials and have 
many new precautions including lap bars and shoulder 
harnesses, as well as passive safety precautions includ-
ing safety netting to protect not only the rider but the 
anxious thrill-seeker awaiting their turn. Now there are 
amusement venues which combine many technologies 
— often combining thrilling roller coaster style rides 
with flumes and rope bridges and other elements. Safety 
precautions have allowed our society to enjoy many 
amazing amusement rides while also having an experi-
ence that is exciting and memorable.

Pucuda-Leading Edge has been an integral part of devel-
oping new technologies that support amusement parks, 
trampoline parks and waterparks all over the world. We 
pride ourselves in leading the industry in new directions 
through product innovation and design improvements.

The future of safety is now. Our goal and mission is 
reducing injuries by designing innovative products that 
remain soft, rather then those which age like steel wool.

safety evolution



Leading Edge’s track record and credentials are well 
recognized as both a netting manufacturer and a 
safety construction manager. Many of the nation’s 
most prominent renovation projects and struc-
tures were designed safety system solutions by the  
Pucuda-Leading Edge team. 
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Every project is monumental to us. Our core belief is to 
treat every customer and project with the same respect 
and importance. We always rise to the occasion, regard-
less of size and magnitude. 

One of the most prized comments Pucuda-Leading 
Edge has received was from a customer that credited us 
with putting him on the fast track over 20 years ago. He 
credits us with our fast and thorough service (running 
overtime without an up charge), with him getting rec-
ognized for the success of the project’s safety program. 
However, even though we appreciate the praise – this 
is how we treat every customer. We are thrilled it made 
such a difference in a client’s life, but it also positively 
impacts us too. We never forget that it is all of the word 
of mouth, repeat business, and mutual respect that make 
us successful. 

We equally prize that other netting companies also 
recognize us as the most advanced company in our field. 

We invest a lot of time in chairing standard committees 
like ASTM F24, and E06 and working with the industry 
to get the necessary information identified and distrib-
uted for everyone to be successful.

Our safety nets have a long and impressive history with 
monumental projects which include: The Mars Explorer, 
Space Shuttle Missions, Ground Zero, Decommission-
ing of the Manhattan Project, Empire States Building, 
Oakland Bay Bridge, Stratosphere, FBI Headquarters, 
and countless others. Likewise, our amusement nets can 
be seen all over the world in places which include: Sea 
World, Busch Gardens, Universal Studios, Disney Land 
and World, Six Flags, and many others.

However our most prized challenge is the one yet to 
come from clients like you. Let us bring our monumen-
tal team to work for your future too. 

monumental experience



Many American institutions and structures were 
provided state of the art safety system solutions by 
the Pucuda-Leading Edge team.



COMMITMENT TO OUR CLIENTS

We strongly believe in taking a team approach to our 
projects. We work closely with the client at every stage 
to ensure the delivery of the highest level of product 
within the established schedule and budget parameters.

As part of our services, Pucuda-Leading Edge assists 
clients throughout the process by applying a proven 
methodology of service and communication. This 
involves performing a complete analysis of specific 
netting needs, requirements, and ensuring a thorough 
understanding of the complete project’s requirements. 
We partner our design program with your insurance 
requirements to assure a profitable outcome. Whether 
the project is climb park, roller coaster safety, or public 
protection, by working closely with our clients, Pucuda-
Leading Edge ensures the most efficient system and the 
most cost-effective approach.

For each of our projects, our focus is to achieve the cli-
ent’s goals regarding scheduling, cost, quality, and safety.  
Collectively, the finely honed skills of our professional 
staff enable the group to anticipate technical problems, 

develop and assess alternatives, and assist clients with 
selecting the solutions that can avoid and/or minimize 
negative consequences. This ability to perceive the issues 
and identify problems is only gained through previous 
knowledge and “hands-on” experience with safety of a 
similar nature.

WEALTH OF EXPERIENCE

Pucuda-Leading Edge’s track records and credentials 
are well recognized as both a netting manufacturer and 
a safety solution designer. Many of the nation’s most 
prominent projects and structures were provided safety 
system solutions or amusement netting by the Pucuda-
Leading Edge team. Such prestigious projects include 
AT&T’s World Headquarters, the Oakland Bay Bridge, 
the Empire State Building, Citicorp Center, Kennedy 
Space Center, Busch Gardens, Universal Studios, Six 
Flags, and many others. Our long list of repeat clients 
is further evidence of our ability to consistently deliver 
quality products and services. Our experience encom-
passes both site and structural needs. 

Exterior Debris Containment

Protection of the Public and Property

Trade Separation

Interior Shaft Protection

OCIPS and CCIPS

Site Safety Plans

Fall Protection

public safety
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safety from fear

It is all about family security. At the end of the day our 
job is to provide products for amusement parks, so visi-
tors can have a worry free experience. What a wonder-
ful mission. We also believe creating opportunities for 
the businesses associated with Pucuda-Leading Edge is 
a serious issue. We make great efforts to use only first 
quality materials produced in the USA. Our version of 
an import is something from our friends in the north. 
We have found that Canada can be a good partner to 
work with, since they share our core values and com-
mitments. So even thought the majority of our materials 
are from the USA, some come from, and are exported to 
Canada. 

Pucuda-Leading Edge has partnered with some of the 
leading manufacturers who build water and dry amuse-
ment attractions. One such partner, situated in Canada 
provides our nets and systems worldwide.

So, the next time you are visiting an amusement park, 
you are very likely to see and enjoy one of our many 
amusement products. Pucuda-Leading Edge also de-
signs and supplies safety systems for all types of amuse-
ment rides to keep everyone safe and happy.

We enjoy seeing our friends and customers enjoying our 
products and systems in amusement parks worldwide. If 
it is vibrant, cutting edge, and enjoyable, it is likely to be  
one of our products.

At Pucuda-Leading Edge we like to make a wish come 
true. We are proud to support the Make-a-Wish Foun-
dation and other organizations such as High Hopes 
Therapeutic Riding Center that make a difference in a 
child’s life. There is nothing better than a child’s smile 
and spirit. We strive to make the journey to adulthood 
and through life rewarding and safe for all.



500 Main Street • P.O.Box 1019 • Deep River, CT 06417

www.netting.com  • 1-800-241-7330
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